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Famous For:
Winning the 2009 T-Splines 3D Modeling Competition which made me a famous CAD modeler. It made it possible for me to enter
many major Finnish manufacturing companies to present my modeling skills and innovative designs.
Occupation/Creator:
Freelancer Industrial Designer, Master of Arts from University of Lapland. Creator of too many designs to mention. See websites.
Organisations/Memberships:
World Genius Directory, ISI-Society, STIHQ, TenIQ.
Why work with IQ:
I started to take high range IQ tests in order to find my strengths in life. Furthermore I found high range testing as an interesting
challenge, which to my big surprise, was resulting satisfying results. I have often pondered what was the key thing which made me
sometimes so different among my friends and the other people who I was familiar with. I have finally found that there are statistical
facts which support my thoughts that I was more intelligent than my peers at school and everywhere where my life path took me. This
often lead to many conflicts and misunderstandings but sometimes to some sort of success too.
Goal for IQ as a WGD Ambassador Genius of the Year:
I am looking forward to find customers who are in a need for high quality industrial design services. I also would like to continue my
studies to PhD level if my business doesn't bring me enough income. Furthermore I also would like to meet new contacts in High IQ
World and continue developing new ideas with them with the help of the internet. Therefore I would like to see High IQ World to
develop to a new direction which is more than just easy-going chat in Facebook. That is why I would like to go for a real thing and
innovate new things with this wonderful group of people.
Statement for the World:
Please go and seek for a rational truth of the matters of life and religions. We have seen many sad happenings recently due to
extremest fundamental peoples of some religion. It does not seem to matter what religion is affecting behind any conflict between
people but there always seems to be somebody on a violent crusade on this lovely planet of ours. However there is not even decent
proof of any god to exist so the basis for violent killing in the name of some religion are rather weak. In general, most religions should
be religions of peace, so how on Earth we are killing each other in the name of the god?

